Cybersecurity Solutions
for Insurance
Our solutions increase online and network security, protect network pathways and
reduce your cyber-attack vector.

The Challenge

The Solution

In recent years, the insurance industry has
been a prime target for malicious cyber
attacks. Ransomware, malware and other
attacks are not new, but are becoming more
sophisticated and targeted toward this industry
due to its reliance to operate on web-based
activities. These threats have caused insurance
companies to pay millions of dollars to regain
control of their systems once their networks
have been infiltrated. Many insurance
companies have insufficient network and
outdated security software making them more
vulnerable to these threat actors.

Insurance companies are trusted institutions that protect
individuals and business against risk. Yet, they need to protect
against their own risk due to the volumes of customer data,
communications, intellectual property and content they handle
while operating on the internet and across a network. Conceal’s
solutions obscure critical identity and address privacy and
security needs by offering enhanced safety, confidentiality and
performance at significant cost reductions.
Conceal’s suite of solutions protect your digital footprint for your
communications on the internet and in the cloud. Our patented
design disguises and varies network pathways while protecting
your identity and systems across multiple cloud providers.

Conceal disguises and protects your networks, communications, applications,
and data with unique obfuscation solutions.

Secure virtual
private networks

Internet identity
management

Dynamic routing
across multiple
clouds

Distributed
communications

Disguise and protect your enterprise’s online presence. Visit conceal.io
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Enhanced security
protections

Use Cases
ConcealBrowse provides ransomware protection to guard your users from malware, spear phishing and
browser-based cyber threats with intelligence-grade, Zero Trust remote browser isolation. This enables users
to communicate confidently and discreetly with other personnel, vendors, and third parties further protecting
digital assets and sensitive client information.
ConcealSearch lets your security team be in control of their web-based activity and securely conduct discreet
research, web-scraping, due diligence and online investigations. It gives you the power of browser policy
controls to secure and protect online activity.
ConcealCloud secures sensitive data and host applications in a dedicated, zero-attack surface and Zero Trust
environment in the cloud. It helps provide controlled access and non-traceable connectivity to protected
environments within and across multiple public and private clouds. It offers next generation cybersecurity
by leveraging existing, cost-effective, internet broadband connectivity to communication between the
enterprise, the internet and the cloud while delivering increased performance, security and resiliency within
the network.

Multiple ways to connect to Conceal

Intelligence-grade:
Any machine, any URL

Software and hardware
integrations at your
network edge

Custom User Defined
Interfaces: we are experts
in designing and
implementing
non-traditional
telecommunications
networks.

Conceal enables organizations to protect their users through Zero Trust isolation
technology that intelligently selects and obscures global network pathways on
the internet.

The information provided in this document contains general descriptions or characteristics of performance which in case of actual use do not always apply as described or which
may change as a result of further development of the products. Availability and technical specifications are subject to change without notice.
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